Introducing a new design tool for your Interact projects

Benefits

- Simplify your specification workflow
- Quickly create a bill of material
- Validate luminaire and controls configurations
- Visualize sensor coverage patterns
- Generate a comprehensive BOM, link supplementary documents and build a submittal package
- Integrate seamlessly into your quoting process
Features

- Single sign-on into the tool
- Create and view your own projects
- Upload floor plan
- Scale floor plan
- Search for luminaires and control devices
- Drag, drop and label luminaires and devices in floor plan
- Visualize wireless and occupancy coverage
- Validate wireless design
- Add notes and show/hide notes

- Generate and export bill of materials to the Signify Portal
- Generate a package of documents
- Upload external documents to project
- Group select products and move, assign network numbers, delete and align
- Calculate the quantity of startup service days required
- Compatible with Foundation and Advanced tiers of the Interact offering

To get your design started, log on the Signify Portal